Service Offering

Enterprise Metadata Management Express
Benefits
• Build a foundation of trusted data
• Enable business users to discover
and access all data across the
entire enterprise for analytics use
• Enable business analysts to
prepare trusted data to accelerate
business insight delivery and
better decisions
Typical duration
• 8 weeks

The first step to managing your data as an enterprise asset is to take
inventory of it, assess its value, and maximize its use—just like you do
other significant capital and operational investments. Data is diverse
and distributed across many different departments, locations, systems,
and platforms (some on-premise and some in the cloud), making it
challenging to know exactly what data you have. And in the world of big
data this becomes even more difficult.
With this Express offering the Informatica Professional Services team will assist you in reviewing
your big data challenges to ensure that current technology features are matched to meet your big
data requirements.
Our experienced consultants will review your business drivers and use cases, aligning on a
specific scope to comprise a Phase One pilot. We will help you drive your initial work plan by
designing the solution strategy, installing and configuring a technical platform, and building out
the associated work product. The primary goal is to deliver a production-ready Phase One pilot.

Environment Readiness
- Build the Technical Platform
• Architectural design, topology and connectivity
• Hadoop distribution, compatibility and setup
• Pre-install checks; availability of hardware,
infrastructure, firewall changes and storage
• Install and config, integration with Kerberos,
documentation
• Security and User Concepts – access and
setup
• Environment management

• Client resources from infrastructure,
DBAs, networks, firewalls storage
• Security Administrators
• DevOps and Maintenance
• Hardware procurement

Solution Readiness
- Agree on the Solution Strategy
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Elaborate business use cases
Determine solution approach
Document metadata management strategy
Build out logical and component architectures
Workshop design ideas
Perform technical prototyping
Design metadata models

•
•
•
•

Enterprise and Solution Architects
Metadata owners and stakeholders
Decision makers for overall approach
Compliance officers

Delivery
- Deliver the Results
•
•
•
•

Configure metadata scans
Ingest transformation logic
Perform profiling
Build out reference data

•
•
•
•

Data owners and stakeholders
Data Governance officers
End users for Knowledge Transfer
UAT testers  
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ABOUT INFORMATICA

Areas of Focus

Digital transformation is
changing our world. As the
leader in enterprise cloud data
management, we’re prepared to
help you intelligently lead the way.
To provide you with the foresight
to become more agile, realize
new growth opportunities or even
invent new things. We invite you
to explore all that Informatica has
to offer—and unleash the power of
data to drive your next intelligent
disruption. Not just once, but
again and again.

• Activities
• Validate environment and technical prerequisites
• Explore business use-cases and metadata management strategy
• Profile source systems, build out reference data
• Configure and extract metadata
Deliverables
• Architecture diagram
• Products installed and configured
• Documented metadata management strategy
• Lineage and relationship diagrams

LEARN MORE

Do It Right the First Time
Contact Informatica
Professional Services at
ips@informatica.com
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